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Richard Doyle
Note
Initial meetings and foundation for CADRE (Coalition of American Divorce Reform Establishments).  Undated
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Note





















Richard Doyle
Note
Organizing papers for NCFP Inc, a newer title for the CADRE coalition









































































































































Richard Doyle
Note
The Law Reform Review, published by Prof. Jay Burchette, was the forerunner of its successor The Liberator, published by R.F. Doyle



Richard Doyle
Note
Written shortly before Charlie Metz's death on March 26th, 1971

























































Richard Doyle
Note
Nat. Denman wrote to the University where Prof. Burchette taught, claiming Burchette was homosexual because he wrote under the pen name Mary Ann Evans.  The attack was motivated by Burchette's refusal to devote his movement newsletter, Law Reform Review, to detailing Denman's account of his divorce.





































































































































































Richard Doyle
Note
Highly prized letter from THE movement godfather.





































































































Richard Doyle
Note
This was part of an unauthorized putsch by Tom Alexander and others to take over MEN International













































































Richard Doyle
Note
Carlo Abruzzi instigated copiut authorized submissions to the U.N.  Many are in MDA files.





























































































































































































Richard Doyle
Note
MEN International went down, not with a bang, but with a whimper.  However, its shell remains in existence in hopes someone will revive it for its (now difficult to obtain) IRS Umbrella status.









































































































Richard Doyle
Note
A 1986 article by writer Max Freedman in the Legal Beagle, a Liberator interim publication, asking for the divorce reform movement to expand its focus to include all gender issues.









































































 
Section 5 
 
Part A.   Post Mortem of coalition efforts 
 
From perusing the documents herein it is evident that dissention has always plagued the 
men’s/fathers’ movement.  Often, when coalition building appeared on the verge of success, ego 
(usually unjustified), unreasonable ambition and jealousies facilitated putsches and palace revolts, 
and frustrated much of the work that had gone into the efforts.  They say you can tell the pioneers 
from the arrows in their back.  The pioneers and some of the arrows are revealed in these 
documents.  Such problems continue right up to the present; and men and fathers continue to suffer 
discrimination both in law and society as a result.  Nevertheless, ankle-biters are vastly 
outnumbered by men of good will. 
There are lessons to be learned herein.  Those who are ignorant of history are condemned to repeat 
it.  Today’s activists are barely aware of, in fact most never knew, whose shoulders they’re standing 
on.  The work and ideals of movement godfathers and intellectuals － men like Reuben Kidd, Jay 
Burchette, George Partis, and Daniel Amneus － are revealed herein and must be continued.  These 
documents have been painstakingly resurrected and collated in order that today’s activists 
examining them will discern the errors and avoid them in the future. 
 















Richard Doyle
Note
The top newspaper clipping, daring the Minn. Bar Assn. to sue our Men's Rights Assn., triggered the vicious lawsuit mentioned below.  It cost the Bar Assn. a great deal of money, including payment of all MRA expenses.























Richard Doyle
Note
Pictured here, left, is Charlie Metz 1920-1971, seated in his Elgin, Illinois office of America's Society of Divorced Men.  Standing is his associate Richard Doyle.

Richard Doyle
Note
A gathering of early divorce reform activists in Las Vegas.  Seated is Charles van Duzee.  Standing 2nd from left Richard Doyle.  Next to Doyle is Dr. Chuck Phillips, next Professor Amneus.  Next Frank Zepezauer.  2nd from right is Ernie del Casal (his office).

Richard Doyle
Note
Above is Reuben P. Kidd (1913-2007), Co-founder of U.S.D.R.

Richard Doyle
Note
Marked set by Richard Doyle
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Note
Early Minnesota activists.  Left background, Bill Cariveau.  Left foreground, Charles van Duzee.  Center, Al Stivers.  Right, Richard Doyle
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Note
Fathers' movement leading theoretician, Professor Daniel Amneus (1919-2030)




